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It’s still there on the east side of Fort Wayne as you
drive toward New Haven. The enormous 150-acre
campus with a string of buildings – the one with a
clock tower might catch your eye – and the
impressive track to test drive vehicles and equipment.
It’s a Rust Belt monument to another time.
International Harvester once employed more than 10,000
workers from Allen County and surrounding areas. That number was
down to approximately one-third of that peak by the time the
company’s fate in the city was sealed in 1982, some 60 years after it
opened in 1923 and helped accelerate the growth of the city.
The last of Harvester’s 1.5 million heavy-duty trucks rolled off
the assembly in July 1983. A few years and a merger later, Harvester
became Navistar International.
Beginning in 2010, the remaining connections were shut down –
first the engineering and design division left for Chicago, and finally
the test track closed in 2015.
Yet as local historians, former employees and Harvester aficionados
tell BizVoice®, the company may be gone but it is definitely not forgotten.
Way back in the day
International Harvester origins can be traced to 1831 when Cyrus
Hall McCormick invented a machine for reaping grain.
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It didn’t exactly catch fire; the first sale didn’t happen for a decade.
Twenty years on, it still wasn’t popular or talked about
glowingly. One newspaper likened it to “a cross between a chariot, a
wheelbarrow and a flying machine,” according to the International
Directory of Company Histories, Volume 114 on Navistar.
But perhaps the inventor was merely ahead of his time, as fortune
soon changed for the McCormick Harvesting Company, which would go
on to have a lasting impact on the farming industry with its product line.
By 1902, the successful business merged with several struggling
agriculture machinery manufacturers and the International Harvester
Company was born. Just five years later came another milestone: The
first vehicle, the auto wagon, was produced. It was designed for farm
families to get around their land and to the marketplace. This marked
the start of Harvester’s automotive division that would prove to be
both its most successful and eventual undoing.
Fort Wayne, here we come
Between 1900 and 1930, population in Fort Wayne jumped from
45,000 to 115,000. Economic opportunities were the major catalyst.
“The industrial landscape here changed dramatically during the 1920s,
and the most important addition was the International Harvester
Company,” says John Beatty, librarian at Allen County Public Library
and local history author.
The city’s central location within the country and local government
incentives won out.
The initial plant cost a staggering $5 million at the time – over
$76 billion in current dollars – and employed approximately 5,000.
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1920s
Beatty notes that Harvester had reservations
about housing availability. The solution: Fort
Wayne officials agreed to buy land near the
plant and build approximately a thousand
homes. That neighborhood today is still
known as the Harvester Community.
Harvester’s impact also accelerated the
area’s inevitable modernization.
“They paid for a lot of infrastructure
when they came in 1921-22 and built a lot of
sewer lines and power lines and things like
that,” Beatty remarks.
“And that increasing urbanization of the
period brought a number of (other) new
businesses to the city.
“But for decades to come, International
Harvester would be the city’s largest
employer, and the effort to bring the plant to
the city was among the most momentous in
its history,” he concludes.
Decline and the decision
For about half a century, Harvester was
considered the place to work by many locals.
The facility was selected to build the Scout,
a forerunner to the modern SUV, in the early
1960s over the new Springfield, Ohio, plant.
But things took a palatable turn in late
1979 through part of 1980 during a
protracted strike by the United Auto
Workers over the company’s overtime rules.
Round two of the rivalry with
Springfield came in 1982. It was for all the

marbles and fortunes reversed.
“Over a couple of years, they started
talking about how one of the plants had to go.
Too much production capacity,” recalls
Howard Pletcher, who worked for Harvester
and retired from Navistar. He was in an
engineering subgroup that remained in town.
“There were big efforts to keep it in Fort
Wayne, but at the same time you had a 60-yearold building competing with a 20-year-old
one, so I guess I wouldn’t say the outcome
was a big surprise … more of a gradual thing.”
Jerry Betley, a designer who also worked
for both Harvester and Navistar, agrees.
“The people in Fort Wayne did what
they could do. They offered what they could
offer the company. I’m sure the state offered
whatever they could offer, but the people at
the top of the company had made their
decision. … You know, a lot of times it
almost has to come down to the economics
and if you’re surviving.”
He explains that Harvester’s problems
can be traced to putting all its eggs in one basket.
Harvester was known for its cab-over
truck model and “when the federal
government changed laws, the conventional
tractor with the engine in the front of the cab
became more popular and you had a better
ride. We had a conventional truck, but it was
not looked at in the industry as good as
Peterbilt and Kenworth. So, Harvester got
caught at the wrong end of that change.”

The aftermath
Beatty moved to Fort Wayne a year after
the main Harvester factory closed and asserts
the devastation was still fresh.
“It was a very traumatic thing for the
community because it came down to a
competition, which was built up in the media
and everything. When they announced that
they would close (the) Fort Wayne (plant),
it was this sort of slap in the face at the
community.”
Pletcher understands the sentiment.
“There was maybe more of that by
people outside of the company who felt they
just up and left Fort Wayne. I know there
were some bitter people that were employees
too, because they lost their job and all that.
But no doubt there were a lot of hard feelings
for quite a few years.”
When the truck factory shuttered, some
employees were offered jobs in Springfield and
made the 280-mile roundtrip daily on buses
provided by Harvester. Others chose to move
there.
Local historian Tom Castaldi shares,
“Former Mayor Winfield Moses was quoted
as saying, ‘We had all kinds of rallies, We had
the unions doing all kinds of things. We had
to set up suicide watch lines to help those
who weren’t invited to transfer to Springfield.
When they (Harvester) came in and said
we’re leaving, it was devastating.’
“And it was. The local newspapers noted

“I always tell people that instinctively – no matter where you worked in (International Harvester) – when you drove down the highway, you were looking
for those IH logos on the trucks. You were proud of it and you wanted to see it on the highway,” says longtime employee Jerry Betley (photos courtesy of
The Journal Gazette, Fort Wayne).
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The inaugural Harvester Homecoming struck a chord with former employees and their families who wanted to reminisce. It drew enthusiasts from around
the country for the truck show.

that despair spread over the city’s town folk. To add to the emotions,
it was but six months earlier in March 1982 when the waters of a 100year flood had flowed through the streets.”
Fort Wayne began rebounding in 1984, a year after the Harvester
closure, when General Motors (GM) announced plans to build a
2.2-million-square-foot facility to employ 3,000 workers.
Beatty feels that city officials learned an important lesson during
this time.
“The GM plant at its peak was never as large (as Harvester). And
while certainly people left and then the community changed, there
were a lot of smaller and medium-sized businesses, not necessarily
manufacturing businesses, but businesses that were coming into town and
employing people. That diversification was ultimately very healthy.”
Another chapter may be written yet for the iconic campus. In
2016, Milwaukee-based Phoenix Investors LLC purchased it with an
eye on redevelopment and renting, which is ongoing.
You can go home
For one day this past August, the old Harvester-Navistar complex
was abuzz in a feel-good trip down memory lane.
All it took to make that happen was one man’s love of Harvester’s
Scout, which was manufactured in Fort Wayne until 1980.
Ryan DuVall, a Terre Haute native, has lived in Fort Wayne for
two decades and is a local writer for The Journal Gazette. A proud
owner of three Scouts, he initially wondered why he saw quite a few
of them in Allen County – not realizing the vehicle was made there.
That’s because, DuVall says, it’s not celebrated like the Duesenberg or
Cord automobiles are in Auburn, Indiana. He wanted to change that.
Others in the community were quick to jump on board. That first
Harvester Homecoming drew a crowd that far surpassed anyone’s
expectations.
“We were hoping to have maybe 3,000 or so attend and around
300 vehicles (trucks and Scouts), but we ended up with over 500
vehicles and close to 12,000 people,” DuVall marvels. “It’s a good

time and climate for it. … it just felt right (to do it) – enough time
had passed, but I had no idea how neat it was going to end up being.”
One man drove his 1975 Scout with a trailer from Tempe, Arizona.
“That’s kind of crazy,” DuVall laughs.
There were also poignant stories. “The son of a worker who’s
been passed for a few years got on his motorcycle in Georgia and
drove up here just to put his dad’s photo on the wall. The response
was unbelievable.”
Betley, who also served on the Harvester Homecoming board,
says the gathering was something former employees had wanted and
even needed.
“There were small retiree groups that got together, but nothing
where so many could see each other. I think that was the biggest thing
about our event. There were grown men crying. It was just the
camaraderie and that family feeling,” he begins.
“Many of the guys socialized together. They were together all day
long working and they’d get together and go out with their wives.
That (closeness) I think is one of the reasons that the event went over
so big. These people wanted to visit with people they haven’t seen for
20, 30, 40 years.”
Plans are in full swing for the next Harvester Homecoming
festival, now a three-day affair, to be held July 31 to August 2.
“We’ve expanded it. We’re going to have access to the old plants.
We’re going to tour the engineering building. We had bus tours of the
grounds last year and we’ll have that (again),” DuVall offers.
What struck him most of all was “there’s a lot of love for (Harvester)
still here. And the thing that was great is I didn’t see one bit of animosity. I
thought there’d be people that would give me some backlash for it.
But the people that worked there, they understand what happened
(with the closing).
“Everyone's got a theory on how it could have been different, but
it’s all in the past now. It is time to just celebrate the history we had
when we had it.”

RESOURCES: John Beatty at Jbeatty@acpl.lib.in.us | Harvester Homecoming at www.harvesterhomecoming.com
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